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Y Connect 

Adventures at 

Koref 
YMCA School’s annual camp at 

Koref Eco Farm 

Our students embarked on a journey to 

Malaysia over three days ( 8 – 10 April 

2015) for the school’s annual camp. 

They were greeted with lush greenery, 

irrigated fields, a private beach and a 

beautiful starry backdrop every night 

when they laid their heads to rest.  

 

The purpose of this camp is part of the 

school’s initiative to provide a holistic 

education – to develop body, mind and 

spirit. Outdoor education provides many 

opportunities for team-work, character 

and leadership development. Through 

the series of activities, students were 

given opportunities to make informed 

choices after assessing the 

consequences. 

 

It was not an easy feat for our brave 

students who overcame many elements 

that were new to them. To survive three 

days without their mobile phones, 

without a warm shower and having to 

serve and clean up before and after their 

meals was a challenge that they all took 

on. 

 

At the camp, friendships were forged and 

students got to know their school-mates 

better. What made it easier was the fact 

that there were no mobile devices to 

distract the students! It was also a great 

time for our teachers to build teacher-

student relationships. (continued on page 

2) 
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NEWSLETTER OF YMCA SCHOOL 

A beautiful sunset view at Koref Eco Farm 
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BUILDING A RESILIENT SPIRIT FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY 

 

During the course of the camp, our students were 

exposed to a variety of obstacles over a period of 2 

days. The Orang Asli Water Obstacle course required 

students to work as a team to cross to the other side. 

As the water was waist high, no life jackets were 

required. We saw the students giving encouraging 

cheers to spur the weak-hearted on. We even saw male 

students jumping into the river to support the female 

students.  

  

Another activity that appealed to the students was the 

river crossing. Many students were initially hesitant to 

enter the river as it would soil their clothes. However, 

the cooling water provided much relief from the searing 

heat and stifling humidity. For the activity, students 

were required to line up in a single file to cross the river. 

It was no simple feat. The sand on the river bed went 

into our shoes, making trekking tough. The uneven 

surface and debris meant that the students had to 

proceed slowly to ‘feel’ their way across the river.  

 

At various times throughout the camp, there was time 

for reflection in teams. Students were guided by 

facilitators to reflect about their experiences and to think 

about the importance of resilience and how we can all 

find strength in teams. Many complained about the 

weather, the sleeping conditions and even the 

mosquitoes. Despite all these challenges, the students 

were positive and overcame whatever discomfort and 

difficulties they had.  

 

Abraham Ho 

  

 

 

 

The journey 

I have never ceased to be a student. I have never ceased to learn. 
-- LEE KUAN YEW 

We had the beach all to ourselves! 

Orang Asli Water Obstacle Course 

Navigating through murky waters as a team 

Uong Van Bao experiencing life as a rubber tapper 
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Welcome to the family 

Mr William Tan joined YMCA 

School as Vice Principal on 2 March 

2015. He spent his first 5 years of 

teaching in a mainstream secondary 

school and was subsequently 

seconded to North Light School in 

June 2006. He worked closely with 

youths at risk and dedicated himself 

to leading them out of the poverty 

cycle through the pursuit of 

education. He is especially 

concerned about students with 

absent or abusive fathers and feels 

strongly that no matter how caring 

the teachers are, they cannot 

substitute the role of parents and the 

family will always be the primary 

source of influence.  

 

Mr Cheang Kok Meng joined YMCA 

School as an Associate Teacher on 

2 January 2015. He has a deep 

desire to help young people achieve 

their goals in life through better 

education. He has been teaching 

and coaching students to improve 

their competency in the English 

Language for more than 5 years. A 

dedicated teacher, he has 

experience teaching both local and 

international students. He is glad that 

he has the opportunity to make a 

difference in the future prospects of 

our students. 

Mr Ullas joined YMCA School as an 

Associate Teacher in Term 2 helping 

out with Mathematics and Science. A 

Masters degree holder in Life 

Sciences, Ullas began his teaching 

career immediately after he 

completed his Bachelor’s degree. 

Having gained about a decade of 

experience teaching both local and 

international students in various 

schools, he has acquired a wealth of 

knowledge and skills not only in 

teaching strategies but also in 

classroom management and 

nurturing students.   
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Principal’s Message 

At YMCA School, we believe that every student is 

special and unique and all students have the ability to 

learn. As educators, it is our responsibility to motivate, 

nurture and develop our students to their maximum 

potential. 

  

With   this   in   mind,  we  have  put   in  place a  varied 

programme of activities to develop our students to excel 

academically, physically and spiritually. Our curricular 

and co-curricular programmes provide ample 

opportunities for the development of students’ strength 

of character, leadership potential, mindset of excellence 

and spirit of teamwork, to prepare them to be 

responsible members of society. The adventure learning 

camp at KOREF, interacting with the elderly, the 

Heritage Trail at Chinatown,  and the YMCA Flag Day 

are just a few examples of learning beyond the 

classroom to develop our students holistically.  

  

Strong emphasis is placed on the development of the 

21st century skills and competencies. Towards this end, 

our teachers are continually looking at strategies to 

teach self-direction, collaboration , creativity and 

innovation. The HEART (Humanities, English, ART) 

programme introduced this year for students in 

Secondary Two, is a deliberate attempt to teach these 

skills. Read all about the HEART programme on pages 

4 and 5. 

  

Much of what we do at YMCA School is still work in 

progress as we explore ways and means to help every 

student develop 21st Century Competencies to be a 

confident person, self-directed learner, concerned 

citizen and active contributor.  We look forward to 

working together with our parents and guardians to help 

our students develop the 21st Century Competencies.  

  

On behalf of the teachers and staff of YMCA School, I 

wish to thank our parents, guardians, volunteers and 

friends for their support. We wish our students, 

especially the ‘O’ Level students,  all the best in their 

examinations.  

 

 

 

The only way to great work is to love what you do. 
-- STEVE JOBS  

MRS HELEN TAN 

PRINCIPAL 
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The Programme with a HEART 

Preparing students with the right skills for the 21st Century 

I always tried to be correct, not politically correct.  
 -- LEE KUAN YEW  
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Student-led class discussion and sharing 

Students take turns to be leaders and note takers in their groups 

English 

CA1: Letter 
Writing  

Comprehension 

SA1: Coursework 
Assessment 

Geography 

CA1: Class Tests 

SA1: Coursework 
Assessment 

Art 

CA1: Colour 
Wheel / 
Schemes 

Weekly 
Assignments 

SA1: Exam 

Alternative modes of Assessment to promote  

Assessment for Learning 

THEMATIC APPROACH TO LEARNING 
  

The HEART programme seeks to develop creative 

learners for the 21st century and impart students with 

skills in self-direction, collaboration, creativity and 

innovation. Three departments teamed up to leverage on 

each other’s expertise to build a thematic based 

curriculum that enable students to see the links in what 

they study in the different subjects. Hopefully this will 

develop creative learners of tomorrow. The theme 

adopted for Term Two was “Compassion”. To enhance 

the learning experience, students participated in a 

Community Involvement Project  (CIP) at an Activity 

Centre for the elderly. By interacting with the residents of 

Sarah Activity Centre, the students learnt the value of 

compassion . 

 

STUDENT CENTRIC PROJECTS 
  

The Art programme builds on projects that students can 

relate to. For the very first time, we had students learning 

about Photography as part of Digital Art. This was further 

enhanced when they learnt about the colour wheel and 

schemes. The Geography programme focused more on 

research skills and critical thinking. Through the use of 

different types of research, students were able to learn 

how to analyse data collected. The English department 

focused on the use of language skills  to enhance 

students’ interest in learning English. This is done by 

getting students to learn key skills like note-taking, 

listening for key ideas, writing and reflecting about issues. 

Students also have many opportunities to work in teams 

and give presentations in English.  

 

ALTERNATIVE MODES OF ASSESSMENT (AMOA) 
  

The HEART programme uses alternative modes of 

assessment to better assess our students. Students had 

to work on group projects and through team-work, they 

learnt to co-operate with one another. The thematic 

approach provided greater depth in the students’ learning 

as they saw the links across Geography, English and Art. 

With student centered learning, the students became 

more interested in the lessons. 

 

With the HEART programme, our International students 

will experience a meaningful and creative introduction to 

their learning journey at YMCA School. 

 

Abraham Ho 
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No act of kindness however small is ever wasted. 

                                                                              -- AESOP 

As part of our “HEART” Programme, students and teachers spent 

time at the Sarah Senior Activity Centre at Bukit Merah on Saturday, 

7 February. This was a collaboration between YMCA Community 

Service Programmes and YMCA School.  

  

The aim of this Community Involvement Programme was to bridge 

the generation gap between the young and the elderly and the theme 

for Term Two was “Compassion”. What better way to create a 

realistic learning experience about compassion for the elderly 

through serving our pioneer generation. 

 

The students went about in teams to interview the elderly. Teachers 

who were involved saw all the students trying their best to reach out 

to the elderly. Some were politely turned down, while others 

managed to go into the homes where the elderly shared about their 

lives.   

  

One student commented that initially he was reluctant to go for the 

event but he was glad that he went as he had a very good 

experience interacting with the elderly. The students were required to 

write a reflection about this event and it was graded as part of their 

coursework assessment.  

  

Cai Jiahui from Sec 2 Excellence class mentioned that she learnt 

about teamwork, compassion and courage from the elderly. As 

written in her reflection, “I could see the elderly missed their children 

very much. The moment we came to visit them, we could see the 

smiles on their faces.” 

  

Zhang Wuji, also from Sec 2 Excellence class, commented in his 

reflection that “I finally realised what loneliness does to the elderly – 

they keep really quiet. Their children are focused on building their 

families and careers and seldom visit them. Staying alone, they have 

gotten used to the loneliness.” 

 

At the end of the activity the students could relate to the concepts 

about an aging population as well as link their own experiential 

knowledge to new terms and concepts about the topic. 

Abraham Ho 

 

               
 

A Trip to Sarah Senior Activity Centre 

Empowering youths to be concerned citizens 

Zeng Ruiqi (above) and Wuji  (below) helping out at 

the centre by engaging with the elderly through basic 

handicraft and distributing lunch packets 
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Nothing is impossible. The word itself says I’m possible. 

-- AUDREY HEPBURN 

The Heritage Trail at Chinatown took place on Friday, 24 April. It was a large-scale learning journey for 142 of our 

students from the academic and preparatory classes. The teachers and administrative staff in the committee went to 

Chinatown on several occasions to map out the trail and to liaise with the owners of a few shops to be used as stations. 

The students even did food-tasting at some of the shops which included Tong Heng Pastries, Nanyang Old Coffee and 

Xiang Wei Bak Kwa after completing their tasks. Other stations in the trail included the Chinatown Food Street, Maxwell 

Road Food Centre, Sri Mariamman Temple, Buddha Tooth Relic Temple and Museum, Chinatown Complex and 

People’s Park Complex. 

HERITAGE TRAIL @ CHINATOWN 

The learning journey worth waiting for…..  

Mdm Xiao  at one of the 

stations 

L – R : Thaya Tanpatamadilok, Law Shu Ying Asta Dana 
 and Qu Shiying  

Dai Yating, from 22-month class Patience, presenting a 

thank you gift to Mr Fong of Tong Heng Pastries 

 

The Heritage Trail provided an opportunity for the 

students to discover  the history of Chinatown and many 

of the places they visited. This activity also brought out 

positive traits in our students, like leadership displayed by 

the station masters who managed their duties very 

efficiently. Two students showed care and concern when 

they helped an elderly lady. All the students displayed a 

spirit of teamwork in getting their tasks completed.  

Tian Kaiyuan, all smiles,  

performing the role of station 

master 

The feedback on the heritage 

trail given by students was 

very positive and they 

completed the trail with great 

enthusiasm. They mentioned 

that they had to be united in 

their groups to complete the 

tasks together. Even the rain 

could not dampen their spirits!  

 

Janna Loh 
 

Two students helping an elderly lady 

in the rain with her cardboard boxes 

which had fallen out of her cart 
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STORY-TELLING @ 

LIBRARY  

Lunch-time delight!   

The inaugural Story-Telling session took place at the 

YMCA Library on Wednesday, 4 March during lunch from 

12:30pm – 1:00pm. Mrs Helen Tan, the Principal 

demonstrated the art of Kamishibai, a Japanese form of 

storytelling using illustrated boards. 

 

The storytelling session was an eye-opener for the 

students and teachers, as they were treated to an 

engaging and delightful session.  

 

Janna Loh 

   

Mrs Helen Tan telling the story “The Three Charms” 
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Rock bottom became the solid foundation on which I rebuilt my life. 
-- JK ROWLING 7 

MELTZ, an event for students and staff, took place on 

30 January.  This activity was an excellent opportunity for 

the students to mingle with their teachers, administrative 

staff, and principal over food and games. Zeng Ruiqi from 

class Excellence shared his music compilation for the 

event while other students from academic classes 

Excellence and Caring as well as the preparatory class 

Joy also helped out in the preparations for the event. 

 

The students played board games such as “Uno Stacko”, 

“Hungry Piranha” and “Mice find cheese”. Everyone 

enjoyed having fried rice, potato wedges and chicken 

drumlets for dinner. 

  

The students had a hilarious time playing a game 

involving precise teamwork and communication between 

four players to lift up a cup with strings to stack over other 

cups. The mystery Sandwich-Making Competition was 

also warmly welcomed by students who helped 

themselves to the ingredients as they made their own 

healthy munchies of biscuits with picnic ham, honey, 

cheese and almonds. 

 

Janna Loh     

 

MELTZ 
A time of bonding for staff and students 

Students enjoying a team activity  

Students taking part in the Sandwich-Making Competition 
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8 I am not what has happened to me. I am what I choose to become. 

-- CARL JUNG 8 

YMCA School conducted the annual Internal Mandarin 

Speaking Awards (MSA) on 9 May. Six brave students 

took the stage and delivered their prepared speeches 

in front of the school. Zhou Haonan from Caring class 

swept the judges’ votes with his charming disposition 

and humour. 

 

Haonan gave a vivid recollection about his school life 

over the past few years. His wit and use of slap stick 

humour captivated the audience and the crowd was 

cheering him on at every moment. His rhythm and 

pacing was perfect and he won over both the teachers 

and students.  

 

Abraham Ho 
 

Y School’s PESA 

YMCA School held its annual internal Plain English 

Speaking Awards (PESA) on 25 May.  This 

competition provides an opportunity for our students to 

hone their public speaking skills and it also gives them 

a platform to showcase their talents. Six students took 

part in the event and delighted the judges with their 

courage and effort. A few even impressed the judges 

with their outstanding speeches. Four of the six 

students will be representing YMCA School in the 

YMCA PESA competition.  

 

Lumagbas Precious Winlove from the 22-month class 

Patience, was the top winner. She wowed the judges 

with her vivid expressions and clear articulation.  

 

Janna Loh 

Y School’s MSA 

Precious from the 22-month class Patience wowed the judges!  

Zhou Haonan showing his talent! 

Group shot of the participants, MCs and judges of the event 

MSA participants with Mrs Helen Tan, Principal (Left),  Mr 

William Tan, Vice Principal (extreme right) and Madam Xiao  

A PLATFORM FOR BUDDING SPEAKERS  
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Look back in forgiveness, forward in hope, down in compassion and up with gratitude. 
-- ZIG ZIGLAR  

The YMCA Flag Day was held on Saturday, 21 March. 

This annual event is one of the major fund-raising 

highlights for YMCA.  

 

The event was a whole day affair, with participants from 

both YMCA School (students and staff) and many local 

government schools.  

 

For many students, it was their first time selling flags. 

They had to overcome their shyness as they approached 

people for donations. Rachaphan Setavoraphan from the 

11-month class Caring helped out for two sessions and 

was tireless in his efforts to contribute.  

 

It was a very positive experience for our students and also 

a great opportunity for our international students to help 

out for a very meaningful cause. The proceeds from the 

Flag Day went to over 4,000 beneficiaries. 

 

 

Janna Loh 

 

 

 

YMCA Flag Day 

Raising funds for the needy 

On 23 March 2015, Mr Lee Kuan Yew, the first Prime 

Minister of Singapore, passed on. It was a period of 

national mourning and at YMCA School we featured 

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s Address during our 

school assembly. 

 

As a gesture of deepest regard for Mr Lee Kuan Yew, 

we sent 11 student representatives from all classes to 

offer our condolences at the Istana. The students were 

deeply honoured to be given the opportunity to 

represent their classmates. 

 

The students delivered handwritten and specially 

designed condolence cards by their classmates and 

paid their respects to the late Mr Lee. It was an eye-

opener for our international students, who respectfully 

delivered the condolence cards at the Istana and left in 

a solemn mood.  

 

Janna Loh 

A Day to Remember 
The passing of a great leader 

Condolence cards 

from the students 
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Believe you can and you are half way there. 
-- THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

Students’ Works: A Visual Treat 

A showcase of our student’s art pieces 

This year, the ‘O’ Level 

students from class 

Compassion started their 

first Art Presentation as 

part of their SA1 

assessment.  

 

The students stayed 

countless late nights with 

their Art Teacher, Mr 

Nicholas Ooi to review and 

do up their art pieces. 

Students had to complete 

many A3 boards showing 

their ideas from the point of 

conception to the final 

design. 

 

As part of the assessment, 

students were given three 

elements to merge into one 

art piece. They had to 

merge animals, human 

features and floral designs. 

There was experimentation 

done for each of the drafts 

as the students tried to  

incorporate various design 

patterns into the final 

design. 

 

Janna Loh 

Artwork by Zhang Xinyao 

Artwork by Zhang Zhenyu 

Artwork by Li Jia Yue 

Artwork by Zhang Fan 
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Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it. 
-- Proverbs 22 : 6 

School Calendar of Events 

Preparatory Class Schedule 

All students are to note that the dates and events are tentative and should confirm with the 

school. AEIS dates are tentative and may be subject to change by MOE. Please refer to website for 

more information.  

School Holidays 
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Academic Class Schedule 

TERM EVENT DATE 

3 

Start of School Term 25 May 

Test Week (Test 1) 15 – 19 June 

Test Week (Test 2) 13 – 15 July 

End of School Term 31 July 

4 

Start of School Term 3 Aug 

Test Week (Test 1) 24 – 28 Aug 

Test Week (Test 2) 21 – 25 Sep 

AEIS  29 – 30 Sep (tentative) 

End of School Term 9 Oct 

5 

Start of school Term 12 Oct 

Test Week (Test 1) 2 – 6 Nov 

Test Week (Test 2) 30 Nov – 4 Dec 

End of School Term 18 Dec 

 

EVENT DATE 

Youth Day  in lieu 27 Jul 

SG50 Holiday  7 Aug 

National Day  in lieu 10 Aug 

Teacher’s Day  4 Sep 

Hari Raya Haji  24 Sep 

Deepavali*  subject to change 10 Nov 

 

TERM EVENT                                                           COHORT DATE 

3 

Start of evening revision classes for 
students preparing for  ‘O’ Level 

11-Month 1 July 

Sports Day  16 July 

Preliminary Oral Examinations 11-Month 5 Aug 

Science Practical Exam 11-Month 28 Aug 

Learning Journey 2  3 Sep 

Term 3 Break  5 – 13 Sep 

4 

Preliminary Examinations 11-Month 17 – 18, 21 – 23 Sep 

Marking Day 11-Month 25 Sep 

Graduation Day 11-Month  8 Oct 

Semestral Assessment 2 22-Month / Sec 2 16, 19 – 23 Oct 

Marking Day 22-Month / Sec 2 26 Oct 

Christmas Party  11 Nov 

Meet the Parent / Guardian Session 3  13 Nov 

Term 4 Break  14 Nov – 31 Dec 
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